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I. Introduction

Pantsuit Nation,

Over the past several months, we, the admin team, have continued to collect articles, books, movies and other resources to update this resource document to aid in education and further discussions on racism, intersectional feminism, LGBTQIA, cultural appropriation, ableism and more. We want to give our sincere thank you to Janni Lehrer, The Astrea Foundation for Lesbian Justice and you, our members for providing wonderful suggestions to add as we grow this document. If you have any additional suggestions please fill out our google form (https://goo.gl/forms/cPGn3CpEBVcR0hUG2) and we will be happy to review them.

We hope this resource document not only gives members information about topics in social justice, but also provide the tools needed to interrupt oppression. We have a long four years ahead and we, Pantsuit Nation, need to get comfortable being uncomfortable in order to be Stronger Together. We ask all members to read the below link about interrupting oppression and to call in our fellow members moving forward to fight and prevent these systems of oppression in our society. (http://interrupting-oppression.tumblr.com/post/102350748362/interrupting-101)
II. Quick Guide

Due to the length of the full document, we have also provided an abridged version of a few select articles from each section to get you started.

Privilege
- Privilege 101: A Quick and Dirty Guide - Article by Sian Ferguson, Everyday Feminism

White Privilege
- White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack Article by Peggy McIntosh, http://www.intergroupresources.com
- A Guide To White Privilege For White People Who Think They’ve Never Had Any Article by Deborah Foster, PoliticusUSA

Racism
- The Undergirding Factor is POWER Toward an Understanding of Prejudice and Racism Academic Paper by Caleb Rosado, Edchange project
- 5 Things You Should Know About Racism Video by Decoded MTV NEWS, YouTube

Reverse Racism
- Aamer Rahman (Fear of a Brown Planet) - Reverse Racism Video by Aamer Rahman, YouTube
- 7 Reasons Why Reverse Racism Doesn't Exist Article by S.E. Smith, The Daily Dot

Colorblindness
- Colorblind Ideology Is A Form Of Racism Article by Monnica T. Williams, Psychology Today
- Whites Educating Whites (So POC Don't Have To) Blog post, whites educating whites Tumblr

Cultural Appropriation
- A Much Needed Primer on Cultural Appropriation Article by Katie J.M. Baker, Jezebel
- The Difference Between Cultural Exchange and Cultural Appropriation Article by Jarune Uwujaren, Everyday Feminism

Intersectional Feminism
- Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory, and Antiracist Politics Paper by Kimberlé Crenshaw, PhilPapers (the paper that defined intersectionality)
- When White Feminists Respond to Anti-Racism Like Men Respond to Feminism Essay by Alli Kirkham, Everyday Feminism
• **Why Our Feminism Must Be Intersectional (And 3 Ways to Practice It)** Essay by Jarune Uwujaren and Jamie Utt, Everyday Feminism

**LGBTQIA**

• **The Gender Unicorn** Graphic by Landyn Pan and Anna Moore, Trans Student Educational Resources

• **The Many Faces of Homophobia: Microagressions and the LGBTQIA+ Community** Article by Maddie McClouskey, Everyday Feminism

**Tone Policing**

• **Do or Die: This Post is on Tone Policing** Tumblr, by too young for the living dead

• **On Tone Policing: Why it's Bullshit and Needs to Stop** Article by Roxxie Maneater, Kinja

**Teaching Kids**

• **We Need to Deal with Our Discomfort and Talk to Our Kids About Racism** Article by Meghan Leahy, Washington Post

• **What White Children Need to Know About Race** Article by Ali Michael and Eleonora Bartoli, National Association of Independent Schools

**Stories of PoC Lives**

• **How to Raise a Black Son in America** Video and Transcript by Clint Smith, Ted Talks

• **Taught My Black Kids That Their Elite Upbringing Would Protect Them From Discrimination. I Was Wrong** Article by Lawrence Otis Graham, The Washington Post

• **Black, Latino Two - Parent Families Have Half the Wealth of White Single Parents** Article by Adrian Florido, NPR

**Native/First Nations Stories**

• **Blackhorse: ‘Native American’ or ‘American Indian’? 5 More Native Voices Respond** Article by Amanda Blackhorse, Indian Country Media Network

• **5 Girls on Why They are Proud to be Native American** video, Teen Vogue

• **Native Americans are the Unseen Victims of a Broken US Justice System** Article by Jake Flanigan, Quartz

**Immigration**

• **You Say You’re an American, But What If You Had to Prove It or Be Deported?** Article by Eyder Perlata, NPR

• **Immigration Issues and Documents** Informational Blog by theworldsaterribleplace_ycxgh

**Standing Rock**

• **Voices of Standing Rock** Facebook Page

• **Standing Rock Syllabus** Syllabus, NYC Stands with Standing Rock Collective
Confederate Flag and Racism

- **Here’s the Racist Meaning of The Confederate Flag, The Words of The Man Who Designed It** Article by Tom McKay, Policy.Mic
- **The Confederate Flag was Always Racist** Article by Bruce Levine, Politico

Black Lives Matter

- **Guiding Principles of Black Lives Matter** Black Lives Matter website
- **2017 Black Lives Matter Sydney Peace Prize Citation** Sydney Peace Foundation website
- **Why “All Lives Matter” is an Inappropriate, Racist Response to Black Lives Matter** Twitter feed by Bailey, Storify

Christian Privilege

- **30+ Examples Christian Privilege** Essay by Sam Killerman, It’s Pronounced Metrosexual website

Judaism and Anti-Semitism

- **Addressing Anti-Semitism** Lesson Plan and Guide, Yad Vashem World Holocaust Remembrance Center
- **The Past Didn’t Go Anywhere: Making Resistance to Anti-Semitism Part of All Our Movements** Pamphlet by April Rosenblum, Building Equality

Islam and Islamophobia

- **Secret Life of Muslims** Video Series by Seftel Productions, Secret Life of Muslims
- **I Am Not Oppressed** Essay by Laila Alawa, Huffington Post
- **Islamophobia in America is Worse on 9/11/2016 Than it was on 9/11/2001** Article by Samhita Mukhopadhyay, Mic

How to be an Ally

- **White Accomplices** Website
- **So You Call Yourself An Ally: 10 Things All Allies Need To Know** Article by Jamie Utt, Everyday Feminism

Ableism

- **What is Ableism? Five Things About Ableism You Should Know** Article by FWD/Forward: Feminists with Disabilities for a Way Forward
- **Ableism/Language** Article by Lydia X.Z. Brown, Autistic Hoya Blog
- **Tips for Interacting with People with Disabilities** Pamphlet by June Issacson Kails, Disability Policy Consultant
Full Length Resource Document

III. White Privilege

- **Privilege 101: A Quick and Dirty Guide** - Article by Sian Ferguson, Everyday Feminism
- **Explaining White Privilege To A Broke White Person** - Article by Gina Crosley-Corcoran, Huffington Post
- **What My Bike Has Taught Me About White Privilege** - Blog post by Jeremy Dowsett, alittlemoresauce.com
- **White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack** - Article by Peggy McIntosh, http://www.intergroupresources.com
- **White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack List Only** - Article by Peggy McIntosh, De Anza College website
- **White Privilege Checklist (short)** - Article by Creative Response to Conflict
- **White Privilege, Explained In One Simple Cartoon** - Graphic Cartoon by Jamie Kapp, Everyday Feminism; originally on Jamie’s Tumblr page here.
- **Mirrors of Privilege: Understanding White Privilege** - Video by Shakti Butler and WorldTrust, YouTube
- **How Studying Privilege Can Strengthen Compassion** - TedEx Talk and Video by Peggy McIntosh, YouTube
- **The Surprisingly Racist History of the Term ‘Caucasian’** - video by Franchesca Ramsey, MTV Decoded (also listed under Racism and Colorblindness)
- **One Thing I Can’t Pass On To My Daughter: White Privilege** - Article by Martha Wood, Brain, Child Magazine
- **How To Really Understand White Privilege** - Article and Graphic Cartoon by Jeff Yang, Quartz
- **So Heres What’s Up With ‘White Squad’ - The Company That Gives You White Privilege On Demand** - Website with Resources
- **White Privilege Conference** - Annual Conference held in the U.S. since 1999
- **Understanding White Privilege** - Paper by Francis E. Kendall, Christian Peacemaker Teams
- **Emotional Lives of White People** - Paper by UUA.org
- **The Anatomy of White Guilt** - Paper by Racial Equity Tools
- **White People MTV Documentary** - Documentary Movie by MTV
- **What is Privilege?** - Article by Daysha Edewi, Buzzfeed
- **This Poet’s Powerful Explanation of ‘Black Privilege’ Will Give You Chills** - Article by Lilly Workneh, Poem by Crystal Valentine, Huffingtonpost
- **White Tears Explained For White People Who Don’t Get It** - Article by Damon Young, Very Smart Brothas
- **White Women’s Tears and the Men who Love them** - Article by Robin DiAngelo, GoodMen Project
- **The Sugarcoated Language of White Fragility** - Article by Anna Kegler, Huffington Post
IV. Racism

- **Post from Pantsuit member Raquel Blacken -- How To Talk About Racism, Microaggressions, and Color Blindness**
- **Why Are We Still Talking About Racism?** Video by AJ+, Facebook
- **5 Things You Should Know About Racism** Video by Decoded MTV NEWS, YouTube
- **The Unchecked Racism of the Left And The Platinum Rule** Article by Jesse Benn, Huffington Post
- **The Subtle Linguistics of Polite White Supremacy** Article by Yawo Brown, Medium
- **Jane Elliot Says That All White People Are Racist** Video Jane Elliot on Oprah, YouTube
- **Why Don’t Millennials Understand Racism** Article by Jamelle Bouie, Slate
- **Noticing Racism** Video by Mirrors of Privilege, YouTube
- **Racism Without Racists** Article by Travis Gettys, RawStory
- **The Undergirding Factor is POWER Toward an Understanding of Prejudice and Racism** Academic Paper by Caleb Rosado, Edchange project
- **What Happens When You Ask 13 White People to Talk About Racism**, Article and Audio by John O'Brien, KUOW
- **Racism Explained By A Good Ol Southern Boy** Article by Matt Orr and Video by W Honky, Upworthy
- **Separate But Equal** Blog Post by Katherine Fritz, I’m begging my mother not to read this blog
- **What White Folks And Non-Black POC Need To Know About Systemic Racism** Article by Porscha Coleman, For Harriet
- Why It's So Hard To Talk To White People About Racism  Article by The Good Men Project, Huffington Post
- Definition of Racism: Everyday Feminism Cartoon  Graphic Cartoon, Everyday Feminism
- Why We Don’t Need #WhiteOutDay, White History Month, or the National Association for the Advancement of White People (Really, It’s Racist)  Article by Maisha Z. Johnson, Everyday Feminism
- The Surprisingly Racist History of the Term ‘Caucasian’  Video by Franchesca Ramsey, MTV Decoded (also listed under White Privilege and Colorblindness)
- 18 Things White People Should Know Before Discussing Racism  Article by Tiffanie Drayton and Joshua McCarther, The Frisky
- Why Acknowledging Racism Isn't Anti-Racist  Article by Michelle Dominique Burk, Everyday Feminism
- Russell Brand Explains Racism  Video by Russell Brand, Truth and Edutainment
- What's the Difference between Prejudice and Racism  Article by Nicki Lisa Cole, About Education
- Prejudice and Racism Are Not The Same Thing  Blog post by Dennis Loo, dennisloo.com
- Is Today's Generation Just As Racist As Their Parents?  Video by AJ+, Facebook
- Here Are The Real Reasons Why We White People Struggle To Admit That Racism Still Exists  Article by Jamie Utt, Everyday Feminism
- Racism: A Sociological Definition  Article by Nicki Lisa Cole, About Education
- Could You Explain The Difference Between Colored People And People Of Color?  Reverse Racism Tumblr
- Racial Bias, Even When We Have Good Intentions  Article by Sendhil Mullainathan, NY Times
- Colourism: Why Black People Have A Dark Skin Problem  Article by Elizabeth Pears, New Statesman
- How the Myth of “Irish Slaves” Became A Favorite Meme of Racists Online  Article by Alex Amend, Southern Poverty Law Center
- Race ya  Blog post by Katherine, I Am Begging My Mother Not to Read This Blog
- Resources on Racism and Whiteness  Prepared by Lauren Cook, Google Doc
- The Cinemax Theory of Racism  Blog post by John Scalzi, whatever.scalzi.com
- Institutional Racism  Video by Chegg Tutors, Chegg Study
- 5 Coded Phrases People Post on Facebook to Excuse their Racism  Article by Rachel Kuo, Everyday Feminism
- 30 + Resources to Help White Americans Learn About Race and Racism  by Jon Greenberg, Everyday Feminism
- **I Am Not Your Negro** Documentary directed by Raoul Peck
- **Why are all the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria** Book by Beverly Tatum
- **Deep Denial: The Persistence of White Supremacy in United States History and Life** Book by David Billings
- **Hillbilly Nationalists, Urban Race Rebels, and Black Power** Book by Amy Sonnie and James Tracy
- **Dismantling Racism: The Continuing Challenge to White America** Book by Joseph Barndt
- **13 Honest Books About Slavery Young People Should Actually Read** Book List by Claire Fallon, Huffington Post (also referenced in Resources on Teaching Kids section)

### V. Reverse Racism

- **Aamer Rahman (Fear of a Brown Planet) - Reverse Racism** Video by Aamer Rahman, YouTube
- **Why Reverse Racism Isn't Real** Article by Sarah Luckey, Feminspire
- **7 Reasons Why Reverse Racism Doesn't Exist** Article by S.E. Smith, The Daily Dot
- **Can Black People be Racist?** Article by Kat Blaque, Everyday Feminism
- **What Is “Reverse Racism”? Here’s Why It Doesn’t Actually Exist In the United States** Article by Philip Lewis, Mic
- **"That's Racist Against White People!" A Discussion On Privilege And Power** Article by Jamie Utt, Everyday Feminism

### VI. Colorblindness

- **Whites Educating Whites (So POC Don't Have To)** Blog post, whites educating whites Tumblr
- **Colorblind Ideology Is A Form Of Racism** Article by Monnica T. Williams, Psychology Today
- **7 Things Your Colorblind Friend Might Say And How To Respond** Article by A. Moore, Atlanta Black Star
- **10 Quotes That Perfectly Explain Racism To People Who Claim To Be Colorblind** Article by A. Moore, Atlanta Black Star
- **The Surprisingly Racist History of the Term ‘Caucasian’** video by Franchesca Ramsey, MTV Decoded (also listed under White Privilege and Racism)
- **How Much Should a Gospel Centered Christian Talk about Race** Essay by Cole Brown, Humble Beast
- **Intent vs Impact: Why Your Intentions Don’t Really Matter** Article by Jamie Utt, Everyday Feminism
VII. Cultural Appropriation

- **5 Things White People Need to Learn About Cultural Appropriation** Article by Derrick Clifton, The Daily Dot
- **My Culture is Not a Trend** Blog post, mycultureisnotatrend Tumblr
- **The Difference Between Cultural Exchange and Cultural Appropriation** Article by Jarune Uwujaren, Everyday Feminism
- **Cultural Appropriation** Article by Sian Hannagan, Issue 3.3-3.4/Spring to Summer 2016, Home Birth in Aotearoa Journal
- **4 Ways to Honor NA/FN Without Appropriating Their Culture** Article by Tate Walker, Everyday Feminism
- **Decolonizing Babywearing** Blog post by Gia R. Moreno, Decolonizing Babywearing Tumblr
- **A Much Needed Primer on Cultural Appropriation** Article by Katie J.M. Baker, Jezebel
- **Native Appropriations** Website with discussion forum
- **Why I Stopped Teaching Yoga** Blog post by Andi MacDonald, Moonlit Moth Blog
- **Baby Sign Language** Blog post, Green Street Politics Tumblr
- **The Cultural Appropriation of ASL: The Unfiltered Truth** Blog Post and Video by Katie Davis, The Cultural Appropriation of ASL Blog
- **Dear White People/Queridos Gringos: You Want Our Culture But You Don’t Want Us- Stop Colonizing The Day of The Dead** Blog Post by Aya de Leon, Aya de Leon Blog
- **Story Time, Dreadlocks, and Cultural Appropriation** Blog Post by unknown, Way Back Machine
- **White People, Dreadlocks and Cultural Appropriation**
- **White Folk wearing Dreadlocks irks the shit out of me** Blog Post by A. Breeze Harper, Sistah Vegan Blog
- **This White Feminist Loved Her Hair Dreadlocks- Here’s Why She Cut Them Off** Article by Annah Anti-Palindrome, Everyday Feminism
- **It’s a Slap in The Face When White Women Wear Black Hairstyles** Essay by Zeba Bay, The Huffington Post
- **An Open Letter to Non-Natives in Headdresses** Blog post by Chelsea Vowel, Apihtawikosisân blog
- **My Thoughts on Baby Sign** Blog post by Andrea Pearson, Baby Sign blog
- **My Generation Hates Cultural Appropriation-But My Indian Parents Love It** Essay by Nikita Redkar, Everyday Feminism
- **BUY NATIVE** website with of native-owned shops
VIII. Microaggressions

- 18 Things Mixed Race Girls are Tired of Hearing Essay by Anjali Patel, Bustle
- Teachers Please Learn Our Names! Racial Microaggressions and the K-12 Classroom Paper by Rita Kohli and Daniel Solorzano, Academia.edu
- 21 Racial Microaggressions You Hear on a Daily Basis Photo Listicle by Heben Nigatu, Buzzfeed
- Unmasking Racial Microaggressions Article by Toni DeAngelis, American Psychological Association, Vol. 49, No. 2
- Are you Guilty of These 12 Microaggressions Essay by Rebecca Ruiz, Mashable
- Microaggressions and the Internet Essay by Ellen Belluomini, The New Social Worker
- Microaggressions in the Media and Social Media Video Presentation by Guy Mathews, Prezi
- Microaggressions Tumblr page
- In Under 2 Minutes, These Teens Describe Everything You Need to Know About Microaggressions Video by SheKnows Media's Hatch Program, Everyday Feminism
- Microaggressions Matter Essay by Simba Runyowa, The Atlantic
- You Can't Touch My Hair And Other Things I Still Have To Explain Book by Phoebe Robinson (also listed as a reference in Intersectional Feminism)
- The Many Faces of Homophobia: Microaggressions and the LGBTQIA+ Community Article by Maddie McClouskey, Everyday Feminism (also listed as a reference in LGBTQIA)

IX. Intersectional Feminism

- Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory, and Antiracist Politics Paper by Kimberlé Crenshaw, PhilPapers (the paper that defined intersectionality)
- Origin of Women of Color Video by Loretta Ross and Western States Center, YouTube
- The Pay Gap is Even Worse for Black Women, and That's Everyone's Problem Article by Kathryn Bibler, American Association of University Women
- What I Wish White Women Knew About Being a Women of Color Blog post by Sherlonya Turner, Kristin Prentiss Ott blog
- When White Feminists Respond to Anti-Racism Like Men Respond to Feminism Essay by Alli Kirkham, Everyday Feminism
- Intersectional Feminism. What the Hell is it and Why You Should Care Essay by Ava Vidal, The Telegraph
- Intersectional Feminism for Beginners Tumblr page
- Why Our Feminism Must Be Intersectional (And 3 Ways to Practice It) Essay by Jarune Uwujaren and Jamie Utt, Everyday Feminism
- **8 Badass Feminists of Color** Video by MTV Decoded, YouTube
- **5 Reasons Intersectionality Matters, Because Feminism Cannot Be Inclusive** Without It Essay by Suzannah Weiss, Bustle
- **19 Books on Intersectionality That Taylor Swift Should Read** Listicle by Tracy Clayton, Buzzfeed
- **Ready to Ditch White Feminism? Here are 6 Black Feminist concepts You Need to Know** Essay by Melissa Brown, Resist Media
- **The Urgency of Intersectionality** Ted Talk video by Kimberle Crenshaw, Ted
- **Ellen Pompeo and the Well-Meaning-White-Women Syndrome** Essay by Anthony J. Williams, Medium
- **Sexual Violence in the Lives of African American Women: Risk, Response and Resilience** Paper by Carolyn M. West and Kamilah Johnson, VAWnet
- **Why Calling Yourself an Intersectional Feminist is Not a “Get Out of Privilege Free” Card** Essay by Melissa Brown, Resist Media
- **Black Woman, White Movement: Why Black Women are leaving the Feminist Movement** Essay by Lindsay Hoffman, The Huffington Post
- **Who said it: A Suffragette or a Member of the KKK?** Online quiz, Cafe
- **Feminism 101** Blog post by Melissa McEwan, Shakesville Blog
- **Is Feminism too Exclusive?** Essay by Ninon Scotto Di Uccio, The Link
- **100 Women 2016: If Feminism Just for White Women?** Photo essay by Karnie Sharp, BBC News
- **My Feminism Will be Intersectional Or It Will Be Bullshit** Blog post by Flavia Dzodan, Tiger Beatdown post
- **Now You See Me, Now You Don’t: My Political Fight Against Invisibility/Erasure of Black Women in Intersectionality Research** Paper by Julia Jordan-Zachery, Politics, Groups, and Identities Journal, Taylor and Francis Online
- **Kimberle Crenshaw Discusses "Intersectional Feminism"** Video Interview, YouTube
- **The Root: How Racism Tainted Women’s Suffrage** Essay by Monee Fields-White, NPR
- **How to Survive in Intersectional Feminist Spaces 101** Blog post by Saraful, Crossknit blog
- **White People Will Always Let You Down** Article by Ijeoma Oluo (Also listed in How to Be an Ally section)
- **Ain’t I A Women** Book by bell hooks
- **Sister Outsider** Book by Audre Lorde
- **I Am Your Sister** Book by Audre Lorde
- **Women Race & Class** Book by Angela Davis
- **Women Culture Politics** Book by Angela Davis
- **Feminism is For Everybody** Book by bell hooks
- **Feminist, Queer, Crip** Book by Alison Kafer (also listed as a reference in LGBTQIA and Ableism sections)
- **The Rejected Body: Feminist Philosophical Reflections On Disability** Book by Susan Wendell (also listed as a reference in Ableism section)
X. LGBTQIA

- You Can't Touch My Hair And Other Things I Still Have To Explain Book by Phoebe Robinson (also listed as a reference in Microaggressions)
- Bad Feminist: Essays Book by Roxane Gay
- Shrill: Notes From A Loud Woman Book by Lindy West
- 7 Ways to Raise Your Daughter Without White Feminism Article/Blog by Samantha Darby, Romper (also referenced in Resources on Teaching Kids)

**UC Davis LGBTQIA Resource Center Glossary** Glossary of terms, UC Davis

**The Gender Unicorn** Graphic by Landyn Pan and Anna Moore, Trans Student Educational Resources

**NOW Updates Acronym LGBTQIA** Blog, Kaylay Weinberg National Organization for Women

**Unerased: Counting Transgender Lives** Database and stories by Mic.com

**If You’re MAD About the Black and Brown Stripes Added to the Rainbow Flag, You’re Probably White Nonsense** Article by Michael Arceneaux, The Root

**Trans Legal Mapping Report** Academic report by, Zhan Chiam, Sandra Duffy, Matilda Gonzalez Gil, international lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and intersex association (ilga)

**Resources and support for Transgender Immigrants** Directory by Lambda Legal

**Voting While Trans: Preparing for Voter ID laws** Checklist by National Center for Transgender Equality

**Standing Up for Human Rights of Intersex People** Academic Report igla

**Oh Crap! Now what? Survival guide: Name and Gender marker on state and federal IDs** Informational Blog by theworldsaterribleplace_ycixgh

**Oh Crap! Now what? Survival guide: Queer Family stabilization** Informational Blog by theworldsaterribleplace_ycixgh

**The Many Faces of Homophobia: Microaggressions and the LGBTQIA+ Community** Article by Maddie McClouskey, Everyday Feminism

**5 Ways LGBTQIA+ Movement Fails at Intersectionality** Article by Alan Pelaez Lopez, Everyday Feminism

**4 Comments That Kept Me From Identifying as Non-Binary** Article by Suzannah Weiss, Everyday Feminism

**7 Sex Myths I Had to Unlearn When I Realized I Was Asexual** Article by Shae Collins, Everyday Feminism

**No, I Don’t Have to Tell You I’m Trans Before Dating You** Article by Tiffany Berruti, The Odyssey Online

**Everyday Feminism LGBTQIA** Website

**Zami** Book by Audre Lorde

**Sister Outsider** Book by Audre Lorde

**I Am Your Sister** Book by Audre Lorde
● *Feminist, Queer, Crip* Book by Alison Kafer (Also listed as a reference in *Intersectional Feminism* and *Ableism* Sections)

● *Exile and Pride* Book by Eli Clare (Also listed as a reference in *Ableism* Section)

### XI. Tone Policing / Derailing / Calling In

- **Do or Die: This Post is on Tone Policing** Tumblr, by too young for the living dead
- **Words for Cutting Why We Need to Stop the Tone Argument** Article by Katherine Cross, Feministing
- **What's the Harm in Tone Policing** Article by Dr. Chanda Prescod-Weinstein, Medium
- **On Tone Policing: Why it's Bullshit and Needs to Stop** Article by Roxxie Maneater, Kinja
- **Derailing for Dummies** Website
- **A Lot To Be Mad About: Unapologetic Black Anger Can Change the World for the Better** Article by Chauncey Devega, The Body is Not an Apology
- **Calling IN: A Less Disposable Way of Holding Each Other Accountab** Blog, Ngoc Tran, BGD
- **Tips and Tools for Constructive Conflict Resolution** University of Michigan Office of Student Conflict Resolution
- **This Browser Hack Reveals the Truth About “Political Correctness”** Article by Amanda Taub, Vox

### XII. Resources on Teaching Kids

- **For Whites (like me) on White Kids** Blog by Jennifer Harvey, Huffington Post
- **What White Children Need to Know About Race** Article by Ali Michael and Eleonora Bartoli, National Association of Independent Schools
- **Curriculum for White Americans to Educate Themselves on Race and Racism** Web Course by Jon Greenberg, Citizenship and Social Justice
- **Charleston Syllabus** Syllabus by Chad Williams, Kidada Williams, Keisha N. Blain, Melissa Morrone, Ryan P Randall, and Cecily Walker, African American Intellectual Historical Society
- **List of Children’s Books that Celebrate Black Boys** Reading List by Bino & Fino
- **We Need to Deal with Our Discomfort and Talk to Our Kids About Racism** Article by Meghan Leahy, Washington Post
- **10 Ways Well-Meaning White Teachers Bring Racism into Our Classrooms** Article by Jamie Utt, Everyday Feminism
- **For White Folks Who Teach in the Hood and the Rest of Y’all Too: Reality Pedagogy and Urban Education** Book by Christopher Emdin
- **26 Children’s Books that Celebrate Black Heros** Article by Mallory McInnis, Buzzfeed
- **20 Kids Books That Redefine What's “Normal”** Reading List by Jill Vettel, Mothering
- **Reading While White** Blog
• **How to Mess Up Your Kids’ Understanding of Race** Article by Rachel Garlinghouse, Scary Mommy
• **Raising Race Conscious Children** Organization
• **1000 Black Girl Books Resource Guide** Resource Guide by Marley Dias, Grassroots Community Foundation
• **Two Halves Make Me Whole** Book by Tiffany D. Taylor, Two Halves Make Me Whole
• **Barefoot Books** Website
• **Schools in Transition: A Guide for Supporting Transgender Students in K-12 Schools** Resource Guide by Asaf Orr and Joel Baum, Gender Spectrum
• **5 Ways to Help Kids Think Outside the Gender Binary** Article by Maya Gittelman, Everyday Feminism
• **5 Ways I Teach My Kids Intersectional Feminism and Why It Matters** Article by Ginger Stickney, My Body is Not an Apology
• **5 Ways Parents Pass Down Prejudice and Racism** Article by Danielle Slaughter, Huffington Post
• **The Healthy Sex Talk: Teaching Kids Consent, Ages 1-21** Article, The Good Men Project
• **35 Picture Books for Young Activists**, Book List by Carter Higgins, All The Wonder
• **Muslim Kids as Heroes**, Book List by Kitaab World
• **9 Books About Badass Women You Didn’t Learn About in History Class** Article and Book List by Kerri Jarema, Bustle
• **Summer Reading for Your Woke Kid** Book List by Kayla Lattimore, NPR
• **Children’s Books About Women in Politics and Women Activists** Book List by Erica, What Do We Do All Day
• **Grace For President** Book by Kelly DiPucchio
• **A is for Activist** Book by Innosanto Nagara
• **The Snowy Day** Book by Ezra Jack Keats
• **Poem for Peter** Book by Andrea Davis Pinkney
• **I’m Flippish!** Book by Leslie V. Ryan
• **I’m Mixed** Book by Garcelle Beauvais
• **C is for Change: The Story of Cesar Chavez** Book by Arlene AR Williams
• **Shades of Black: A celebration of our Children** Book by Sandra Pinkney
• **I Am Jackie Robinson** Book by Brad Meltzer
• **Rad American Women A-Z Rebels, Trailblazers and Visionaries** Book by Kate Schatz
• **A Mighty Girl** Book List
• **Squanto’s Journey: The Story of the First Thanksgiving** Book by Joseph Bruchac
• **Diversity in YA** Book List
• **March** Graphic Novel by Congressman John Lewis
XIII. Stories from People of Color (PoC)

- **Origin of Women of Color** Video by Loretta Ross, YouTube
- **The Snowy Day** - TV series based on book by Ezra Jack Keats, Amazon Video
- **84 Films By and About Women of Color** - Movie List
- **Borderlands/La Frontera** Book by Gloria Anzaldua
- **A Trip to the Store** Video by Word Trust TV Cracking the Code, YouTube
- **What Black Parents Tell Their Kids About the Police** comic by Devin C. Hughes, Medium (also posted in Black Lives Matter)
- **Between the World And Me** Book by Ta-Nehisi Coates
- **Can We talk About Race?** Book By Beverly Daniel Tatum and Theresa Perry
- **Life or Death for Black Travelers: How Fear Led to ‘The Negro Motorist Green-Book’** Article by DeNeen L. Brown, Washington Post
- **The Case for Reparations** Article by Ta-Nehisi Coates, The Atlantic
- **21 Numbers to Help You Understand Why Ferguson Isn't Just About Michael Brown** Article by Braden Goyette, Danielle Cadet, and Nick Wing, Huffington Post
- **Taught My Black Kids That Their Elite Upbringing Would Protect Them From Discrimination. I Was Wrong** Article by Lawrence Otis Graham, The Washington Post
- **Black, Latino Two - Parent Families Have Half the Wealth of White Single Parents** Article by Adrian Florido, NPR
- **My Vassar College ID Makes Everything OK** Article by Kiese Laymon, Gawker
- **Don't Erase My Race** Article by Aliya Khan, Everyday Feminism
- **What Black Parents Teach Their Kids About the Police** Article by Jazmine Hughes, Gawker
- **Why Baltimore Burned** Article Dan Diamond, Forbes
- **How to Raise a Black Son in America** Video and Transcript by Clint Smith, Ted Talks
- **Son of Baldwin #not all** Blog by Son of Baldwin, Son of Baldwin Tumblr
- **America’s War on Black Girls** Article by Brittney Cooper, Salon
- **I, Racist** Article of a sermon by John Metta, Those People
- **“Whitening” the Resume** Article by Michael Luo, The New York Times
- **Mass Me Dear - America is Built on a Systematic Oppression** Cartoon by Mass Me Dear, Tumblr
- **The Condition of Black Life is One of Mourning** Article by Claudia Rankine, The New York Times Magazine
- **Outliers: The Story of Success** Book by Malcolm Gladwell
- **A moment of Silence** Poem by Emmanuel Ortiz
- **The New Jim Crow** Book by Michelle Alexander
- **White People Need to Stop Snickering at Black Names** Blog by Steven Singer, Gadflyonthewall Blog
- **Black Culture Tumblr** Website
- **Buy Noir** List of Black owned businesses
- **Soy Mi Cuento:Latina Students Bridging Multiple Worlds in Independent Schools** Academic Doctoral Thesis by Lillian Diaz-Imbelli
- **Selma** Film directed by Ava DuVernay
- **Dear White People** Film directed by Justin Simien
- **Invisible Man** Book by Ralph Ellison
- **The Bluest Eye** Book by Toni Morrison
- **16 Books About Race** - Book List
- **Race Matters** Book by Cornel West
- **Americanah** Book by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie
- **Bone Black** Book by bell hooks
- **The Color Purple** Book by Alice Walker
- **Assata, an Autobiography** Book by Assata Shaku
- **The Fire Next Time** Book by James Baldwin

### XIV. Native/First Nations Stories

- **Police are Killing Natives at Alarming Rates** Blog, Red Power Media
- **5 Girls on Why They are Proud to be Native American** video, Teen Vogue
- **6 Misconceptions about Native Americans** video, Teen Vogue
- **Two Native American Girls Describe What’s Really Going on at Standing Rock**, video, Teen Vogue (Also listed in **Standing Rock**)  
- **The Inconvenient Indian: A Curious Account of Native People in North America** Book by Thomas King
- **Push to Send Indigenous Children to Boarding School** Article and Transcript by Ellesa Throwden, Australian ABC News
- **Australia’s Lost Generation Google search** Academic list of resources pulled from Google Scholar
- **Stolen Generation Fact Sheet** Fact Sheet by Racism No Way
- **Stolen Generation Testimonies** Website
● **Truth and Reconciliation** Website

● **Is There Traditional Value in Truth and Reconciliation Video** Video by Honorable Justice Murray Sinclair, University of Manitoba

● **Why Your Great-Grandmother Wasn’t a Cherokee Princess** Informational index, Native Languages

● **Listen up! 50 Provocative #dearnonnatives Tweets** Article by ICMN Staff, Indian Country Media Network

● **US: Indigenous Lakota Women Face Harsh Winter Wrath Under Climate Change** Article by Lys Anzia, Women’s News Network

● **Blackhorse: ‘Native American’ or ‘American Indian’? 5 More Native Voices Respond** Article by Amanda Blackhorse, Indian Country Media Network

● **The Day White Innocence Died: An Indigenous Take on #september11** Article by Gyasi Ross, Indian Country Media Network

● **Forced Sterilization of Native Americans: Late Twentieth Century Physician Cooperation with National Eugenic Policies! The Center for Bioethics and Human Dignity** Academic Essay and Audio by Gregory W Rutecki, The Center for Bioethics & Human Dignity

● **Why Christopher Columbus was Terrible** Comic by Matthew Iman, The Oatmeal

● **Native American Perspective on the Thanksgiving Story** Article by Moroni Benally, Parent Map

● **Native American Girls Describe the Real History behind Thanksgiving** Video by Teen Vogue

● **Canada Releases Details on Inquiry into Murdered, Missing Indigenous Women** Article by Camila Domonske, NPR

● **The Poverty Cycle** Information Sheet, Running Strong for American Indian Youth

● **Sexualization of the Indian Princess Through the Pocahontas Myth** Article by Kathrin Pfeiffer, Images in the Contact Zone

● **Native Americans are the Unseen Victims of a Broken US Justice System** Article by Jake Flanigan, Quartz

● **Kill the Indian, Save the Man** Blog/Article by Jennie Starrish, Native American Netroots

● **This Day in History: 38 Dakota Put to Death by Hanging as Ordered by Lincoln** Article by Levi Rickert, Native News Online.net

● **Four Directions Teaching** Transcript by Elder Mary Lee, Four Directions Teachings

### XV. Immigration

● **Schools Warn of Increased Student Fears Due to Immigration Arrests, Trump Election** Article by Donna St. George, Washington Post

● **Immigrants Study Up on How to Cope With Life Under Trump** Article by Dianne Solis, Dallas News
● You Say You’re an American, But What If You Had to Prove It or Be Deported?  
Article by Eyder Perlata, NPR

● Dreamers Prepare for a Fight Against Trump  
Article by Rosa Flores, CNN Politics

● Trump Once Welcomed a Visit from Immigrant ‘Dreamers.’ Now They Anxiously Await His Next Move  
Article by Lisa Mascaro, Los Angeles Times

● Immigration Issues and Documents  
Informational Blog by theworldsaterribleplace_ycixgh

XVI. Standing Rock

● Standing Rock Syllabus  
Syllabus, NYC Stands with Standing Rock Collective

● Amnesty International to Monitor Standing Rock  
Press Release, Amnesty International

● Two Native American Girls Describe What’s Really Going on at Standing Rock, video, Teen Vogue (Also listed in Native/First Nations Stories)

● Arrested Protester Experience  
Video by Prolific the Rapper, Facebook

● I am White Person Who Went to Standing Rock  
Article by Katie Scarlett Brandt, The Huffington Post

● 10 Ways You Can Help Stop the Pipeline  
Article by Jay Syrmopoulos, The Free Thought Project

● Voices of Standing Rock  
Facebook Page

● Standing Rock Update Arson  
Article by Navajo, Daily Kos

● Arrested Protesters Kept in Dog Kennels  
Article by Sandy Tolan, The Los Angeles Times

XVII. Confederate Flag and Racism

● Confederate Flag is Tainted by Racism  
Article by Dominic Rayner and Oscar Sapper, The Guardian

● Jeb Bush: The Confederate Flag is Racist  
Article by Eric Bradner and Elizabeth Landers, CNN Politics

● The Confederate Flag was Always Racist  
Article by Bruce Levine, Politico

● Let's Stop Pretending the Confederate Isn't a Symbol of Racism  
Blog by Krystle Yandoll, The Huffington Post

● Yes the Confederate Flag is Racist and Here's Why  
Blog by Joel B., Care 2

● “Was the Civil War Fought Over Slavery?”  
Article by Scott Eric Kaufman, The Salon

● Here’s the Racist Meaning of The Confederate Flag, The Words of The Man Who Designed It  
Article by Tom McKay, Policy.Mic

XVIII. Black Lives Matter

● Guiding Principles of Black Lives Matter  
Black Lives Matter website
● **2017 Black Lives Matter Sydney Peace Prize Citation**, Sydney Peace Foundation website
● **Black Lives Matter Just Won Sydney Peace Prize, It’s Time to Stop Calling it a Hate Group** Article by, Joy Mohammed Wear Your Voice Intersectional Feminist Media
● **Why Black Lives Matter is Crucial, All Lives Matter is Unnecessary and White Lives Matter is Racist** Blog by Justin DaMetz, Justin DaMetz wordpress
● **Teaching #blacklivesmatter** Syllabus/Article by Julian Hipkins, Zinn Education Project
● **Why “All Lives Matter” is an Inappropriate, Racist Response to Black Lives Matter** Twitter feed by Bailey, Storify
● **What Black Parents Tell Their Kids About the Police** comic by Devin C. Hughes, Medium (also posted in Stories from People of Color)
● **To Fuck, or Not to Fuck the Police** Blog by Katherine Fritz, I’m Begging My Mother Not To Read This Blog
● **What to Do Instead of Calling the Police** Guide/Syllabus/Conversation/Process by Aaron Rose, Google Doc
● **A multi-Level Bayesian analysis of Racial Bias in Police Shootings at County-Level in the United States** Academic Paper by Cody T. Ross, PLOS one
● **The Real Reason White people say ‘All Lives Matter’** Blog by John Halstead, Huffington Post
● **Janaya Khan - Black Lives Matter** Video, YouTube
● **Ten Point Program Black Panther Party** Website
● **Why White America Demonizes the #Blacklivesmatter Movement and Why that Must Change** Article by Sincere Kirabo, Everyday Feminism
● **Thinking Through the End of Police** Blog by Vikki Law, Prison Culture
● **Prison Culture** Blog website
● **Fruitvale Station** Video trailer, film directed by Ryan Coogler
● **13th** Documentary directed by Ava DuVernay
● **21 Times Cops Weren’t Held Accountable For the Death of Black Victims** Article By Lilly Workneh and Taryn Finley Huffington Post
● **Let Van Jones Explain How Mass Incarceration Led Directly to Trumps Win** Article by Yohana Desta, Vanity Fair
● **The FBI has Quietly Investigated White Supremacist Infiltration of Law Enforcement** Article by Alice Speri, The Intercept
● **The Latest Research Shows There’s Racial Bias in Deadly Police Shootings** Article by Erin Shumaker, The Huffington Post
● **A Bird’s Eye View of Civilians Killed by Police** Academic Paper by Justin Nix, Bradley A. Campbell, Edward H. Byers and Geoffrey P. Alpert

XIX. Christian Privilege

● **30+ Examples Christian Privilege** Essay by Sam Killerman, It’s Pronounced Metrosexual website
XX. Judaism and Anti-Semitism

- **The Past Didn't Go Anywhere: Making Resistance to Anti-Semitism Part of All Our Movements** Pamphlet by April Rosenblum, Building Equality
- **Holocaust Encyclopedia: Antisemitism** Article, United States Holocaust Museum
- **European Anti-Semitism From Its Origins To The Holocaust** Video, United States Holocaust Museum
- **Anti-Semitism Today** Video, Yad Vashem World Holocaust Remembrance Center
- **Addressing Anti-Semitism** Lesson Plan and Guide, Yad Vashem World Holocaust Remembrance Center
- **Hate on Display - Echo** Article, Anti-Defamation League website
- **My Jewish Learning** Website with resources, My Jewish Learning
- **Pepe the Frog Meme Listed as a Hate Symbol**
- **American Jews Alarmed by Surge in Anti-Semitism** Associated Press, Fortune Magazine
- **Anti-Semitism Press Releases** Anti-Defamation League
- **Lessons on Anti-Semitism From Growing Up In Rural America: Rethinking Anti-Semitism’s Role In Anti-Oppression** Essay by Benjamin Balthaser, Jew School
- **Neo-Nazis Are Planning An Armed March Against Jews In Richard Spencer’s Hometown** Article by Osita Nwanevu, Slate
- **Are Jews White?** Article by Emma Green, The Atlantic
- **HuffPost Judaism** Website

XXI. Islam and Islamophobia

- **Islamophobia: Understanding Anti-Muslim Sentiment in the West** Polling Report, Gallup
- **Muslim Public Affairs Council (MPAC) Resources** List of resources, Muslim Public Affairs Council
- **Secret Life of Muslims** Video Series by Seftel Productions, Secret Life of Muslims
- **Junk Explained: Here’s Everything Jacqui Lambie Doesn’t Know About Sharia Law** Article and Video by Yassmin Abdel-Magied, Junkee
- **Rallies in 25 Cities Say ‘No to Islamophobia; No to Racism : Yes to Justice’** Article by Donna Nevel, Mondoweiss
- **The Chilling Rise of Islamophobia in Our Schools** Article by Kristina Rizga, Mother Jones
- **The secret costs of Islamophobia** Article by Daniel Burke, CNN
- **Islamophobia in America is Worse on 9/11/2016 Than it was on 9/11/2001** Article by Samhita Mukhopadhyay, Mic
XXII. How to be an Ally

- **So You Call Yourself An Ally: 10 Things All Allies Need To Know** Article by Jamie Utt, Everyday Feminism
- **4 Ways to Push Back on Your Privilege** Article by Mia McKenzie, Black Girl Dangerous Blog
- **Getting Called Out: Why Acknowledging Oppression Matters More Than Your Feelings** Article by Erin Tatum, Everyday Feminism
- **Mirrors of Privilege: Guilt Beyond Responsibility** Film by Shakti Butler and WorldTrustTV, YouTube
- **So You Want to Be An Ally, Now What?** Article by Mikki Kendall, XO Jane
- **So You Want to Be An Ally** Blog post by Julie Pagano, Julie Pagano blog
- **White Privilege: 10 Ways to be An Ally** Blog post by Christopher Bowers, White Privilege Blog
- **My Commitment To Social Justice Doesn't Mean I Hate White People** Essay by Michelle Denise Jackson, For Harriet
- **White People Will Always Let You Down** Article by Ijeoma Oluo (Also listed in Intersectional Feminism section)
- **Skills for Solidarity** Online video program, LeadNow
- **Racial Equality Tools** Resource website
- **How to be an Ally 101: For White Folks Wanting to be Anti-Racist Allies** Article by May Lui, The Feminist Project
- **White Accomplices** Website
XXIII. Ableism

- **Active Listening: Hear What People Are Saying** Article and Video, MindTools
- **5 Tips For Being an Ally** Video by Chescaleigh, YouTube
- **4 Ways You as a White Person Can Reduce Your Complicity in White Supremacy** Article by Donyae Coles, Unapologetic Feminism
- **A Progressive’s Style Guide** Pamphlet by Hanna Thomas and Anna Hirsch

- **Alternatives to Using Ableist Slurs** Tumblr page by Is This Ableism? Tumblr
- **Ableism/Language** Article by Lydia X.Z. Brown, Autistic Hoya Blog
- **6 Forms of Ableism We Need to Retire Immediately** Article by Julie Zeilinger, Mic
- **What is Ableism? Five Things About Ableism You Should Know** Article by FWD/Forward: Feminists with Disabilities for a Way Forward
- **15 Common Phrases That Are More Ableist Than You May Realize** Article by Caley Farinas and Creigh Farinas, Everyday Feminism
- **9 Things That Might Not Seem Ableist, But Actually Are** Article by Wendy Lu, Bustle
- **Invisible Disabilities Association** Website
- **People with Invisible Disabilities Fight for Understanding** Article and Audio Story by Naomi Gingold, NPR
- **5 Things I Wish People Knew About Being Disabled** Article by Taylor Carmen, The Body Is Not An Apology
- **But You Look Fine to Me: Invisible Disability and Flying** Article by E. Amato, The Body Is Not An Apology
- **Feminism 101: What is Ableism?** Article by Rebecca Vorick, FEM
- **19 Amazing Ableism Statistics** Article, Health Resources Funding
- **Social Justice Project - Ableism** Video, YouTube
- **I’m Not Your Inspiration, Thank You Very Much** Video by Stella Young, YouTube
- **How Much do you Know About Intellectual Disabilities?** Video by Matthew Williams, YouTube
- **Tips for Interacting with People with Disabilities** Pamphlet by June Issacson Kailes, Disability Policy Consultant
- **Language is More Than a Trivial Concern** Pamphlet by June Issacson Kailes, Disability Policy Consultant
- **Effectively Including People with Disabilities in Policy Advisory Groups** Pamphlet by June Issacson Kailes, Disability Policy
- **Harris Family Center for Disability and Health Policy** Website
- **50+ Autistic People You Should Know** Article by Finn Gardiner, NOS Magazine
- **So Who Counts as ‘Autistic Enough?’** Blog by Ann Memmott, Ann’s Autism Blog
- **Why I am Against Autism Speaks (and you should be, too)** Blog The Caffeinated Autistic
- **Waist High in the World: A Life Among Nondisabled** Book by Nancy Mairs
- **My Body Politic** Book by Simi Linton
Fading Scars: My Queer Disability History Book by Cobett OToole
No Pity: People with Disabilities Forging a New Civil Rights Movement Book by Joseph Shapiro
Feminist, Queer, Crip Book by Alison Kafer (Also referenced in Intersectional Feminism and LGBTQIA section)
Exile and Pride Book by Eli Clare (Also referenced in LGBTQIA section)
The Rejected Body: Feminist Philosophical Reflections On Disability Book by Susan Wendell (referenced in Intersectional Feminism Section)

XXIV. Safety

Getting Started with Digital Security Blog by Dia Kayyali
ADL Cyber-Safety Action Guide Informational Website
ADL Combating Cyber Hate Informational Website

XXV. Syllabi

Lemonade Syllabus
Curriculum for White Americans to Educate Themselves on Race and Racism From Ferguson to Charleston
Healing from Toxic Whiteness
Syllabus for Racial Justice Work
Standing Rock Syllabus

XXVI. Organizations

Facing History
Cracking the Codes
World Trust
Compassionate Listening
Unconscious Bias Project
Guerrilla Feminism
Showing up for Racial Justice
Anti-Defamation League
Islamophobia Monitor
Equality Justice Initiative (EJI)

Hard Conversations an Introduction to Racism
White Privilege.Info
Defend Yourself
Conscious Style Guide
International Lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans and intersex association (ilga)
National Center for Transgender Equality
XXVII. Organizations Outside the U.S.

- Trans-Fuzja Foundation
- Trans* Mreza Balkan
- Transgender and Intersex Africa (TIA)
- Transgender Education & Advocacy (TEA)
- UHAI: East African Sexual Health and Rights Initiative
- United and Strong
- Verein Intergeschlechtlicher Menschen Osterrech (VIMO)
- Vikalp Women’s Group
- Voices of Women in Western Kenya (VOWWEK)
- Women’s Health and Equal Rights Initiative (WHER)
- Women’s Initiatives Supporting Group (WISG)
- Women’s Way Foundation
- Zwischengeschlect.org/StopiGM.org

XXVIII. People/Pages to follow on Facebook

- Huffpost Queer Voices
- Idle No More
- TheRoot.com
- Black Lives Matter (national and local chapters)
- White Nonsense Roundup
- Awesomely Luvvie
- Son of Baldwin
- Shaun King
- Kat Blaque
- Kinfolk Kollective
- Huffpost Black Voices
- Consciously Decolonizing
- Define: Black
XXIX. Twitter Accounts To Follow

- ACLU National
- AJWS
- AlQueerda
- Alturi.Org
- Andy Marra
- Arcus Foundation
- Ashley C. Ford
- Asia Pacific Transgender Network
- Astraea Lesbian Foundation for Justice
- AVP
- AWID
- BGD
- Bitch Media
- Black Lives Matter
- Black Trans Media
- Brown Blaze
- BYP100
- Che Gossett
- Coalition for Sexual and Bodily Rights in Muslim Societies
- Colorlines
- Desiree Alliance
- Ebone Bell
- ELIXHER
- Everyone Is Gay
- Felogene Anumo
- FEMNET
- FJS
- FRIDA
- Funders for LGBTQ Issues
- GATE
- Georgiann Davis
- GetEQUAL
- GPP
- GRIOT Circle
- Iimay Ho
- ILGA
- ILGA-Europe
- Intersex_Day
- J BobAlott
- Janet Mock
- Kate BornStein
- Lambda Legal
- Lambda Literary
- Latin@ LGBT Equality
- Lesbians Who Teach
- LGBTQ Racial Justice Fund
- Make the Road NY
- Mama Cash
- Meredith Talusan
- Muslim Alliance for Sexual and Gender Diversity
- NAACP
- National Queer Asian Pacific Islander Alliance
- Native Philanthropy
- NSWP
- Open Society Health
- Pantsuit Nation
- Race Forward
- Red Umbrella Fund
XXX. Press/News Outlets

- Afropunk
- AfterEllen
- AlterNet
- Autostraddle
- Bay Area Reporter
- Bitch Media
- Black Enterprise
- Black Girl Dangerous
- Blavity
- Bust Magazine
- Buzzfeed LGBT
- Chelsea Now
- Chicagopride.com
- Colorlines
- Curve
- Devex or CHANGE
- DIVA
- Edge San Francisco
- Elixher
- Epochalips
- Everyday Feminism
- Feministing
- FourTwoNine
- Gay City News
- GO Magazine
- Huffington Post Queer Voices
- In These Times
- Lambda Literary
- Lesbian Connection
- Lesbian News
- LGBTQ Nation
- LN (lesbian News)
- Mic News
- Mission Loc@l
- Mother Jones
- Next Magazine
- Out Magazine
- Posture Magazine
- Queer Women of Color Media Wire Queerty
- Rookie Magazine
- San Francisco Appeal
- San Francisco Bay Times
- San Francisco Examiner
- Seattle Gay News
- SF Public Press
- She Magazine
- SheWired
- Tagg Magazine
- The Advocate
- The American Prospect
- The Establishment
- The Feminist Wire
- The Guardian
- The L Stop
- The LA Times
- The Rafu Shimpo
- The Seattle Lesbian
- Towleroad
- Velvet Park Media
- Washington Blade
- Windy City Times